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SUKKARY:

In this paper, the General Manager (Generation) of Eskom

shares his view of what is required to be addressed to ensure

the ongoing success of nuclear powered electricity generation

in South Africa. The task, the means, the timing and the

human factors are discussed from the practical viewpoint of

the plant owner and operator.
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The Chinese were making profoundly wise observations

concerning this world and its ways before the founding

fathers of western culture had even rubbed the sleep from

their eyes. It is from that ancient crucible of knowledge

that the truth emerged that there are four elements essential

to success: the mission (or vision); the appropriate means;

the right and sufficient time; and the skilled, committed

executor.

I have been asked to explore the prerequisites, and

presumably the requisites, for successful nuclear powered

electricity generation in Southern Africa. I can do no better

than to adopt such venerable wisdom as my framework.

The Mission.-

Those of us who were privileged to be part of the Koeberg

project and operations teams in the pioneering '70s were

inspired by a vision of that nuclear-power station playing an

essential role in the production of the electricity that

empowers the Southern African economic engine and brings

energy to its households. We saw that vision become reality

when the first unit was synchronized with the national grid

on 4 April 1984.

Today we are challenged by a grander vision, a mission that

extends deeper into the future, for it is of a programme of

nuclear power station construction that will enable the sub-

continent to exploit optimally all its primary energy

resources. It is a mission to establish the nuclear reactor

in equal partnership with the fossil-fuel fired boiler and

the hydro-turbine in the production of electricity.
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The imperative of success is not the subject of this paper,

nor should it require emphasis in a forum such as this.

Suffice to say that succeed we must and succeed we shall.

The Heans:

Eskom's natural habitat is the Southern African marketplace

and it is in this marketplace that the nuclear means must be

effective or be withdrawn, To be effective nuclear plants

must be safe, environmentally friendly, efficient, reliable

and economic over their life cycle and be attractively

competitive in their niche of the production network.

Plant safety, efficiency and reliability are conceived in the

womb of the plant design. It is thus essential that Eskom's

technologists keep abreast of advances in this field. We are

plant project architect-engineers and operators, not

designers, so we must send our bright youth to the frontiers

of plant development with the manufacturers' design teams so

that we can specify soundly at the time of purchase.

Safety and environmental gentleness have to be perceived as

well as realised. Our mission is stillborn without public

acceptance. There is a calm about nuclear power in South

Africa today, despite Chernobyl, but I predict the potential

for heavy weather quickly brewed by any announcement of a

firm commitment to the next step in the programme. Now is the

time for the pouring of the sweet oils of knowledge and

reason, particularly over the critical consciousness of the

youth. Our efforts are minimal just when we have the best

opportunity for real public education. We must stir ourselves

before we are forced onto the defensive once again.
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These plant related requisites also make essential Eskom's

ongoing active participation in the worldwide nuclear power

industry, through continued bilateral cooperative

arrangements with sister utilities and vigorous participation

with institutions such as the World Association of Nuclear

Operators (WANO). Our existing position needs to be urtured

and expanded.

Koeberg itself must be kept in line with the best of

international standards. It is a power station performing an

essential commercial function, not an academic exercise in

advancing technology, but I believe that sensible and

periodic upgrading of its plant features will give us

satisfaction on both fronts, even if some premium must be

written off against the success of the long-term programme.

In-plant knowledge and skills must be kept current through

this initial period when Koeberg is all we have.

The economics of nuclear powered electricity generation in

South Africa are unfavourable compared to "old king coal" at

present. Nuclear plant reliability is four times better,

however, and more nuclear capacity would enable considerable

savings related to overall power system optimisation through

a possible reduction in spinning reserve. Reliability must,

therefore, remain a high priority for the nuclear operator.

In addition, nuclear plants enjoy advantage in their niche as

coastal generators. overall life-cyqle costs must, however,

be driven down. I believe that this challenge must be

addressed in three prime areas:
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Firstly, South Africa's political standing in the world

community must be normalised so that our nuclear fuel cycle

operations can be fully commercialised and costs reduced.

This can only occur when the normal ebb and flow of

unconstrained international trade is possible.

Secondly, plant design must be matured to eliminate the

ridiculous plant modification and replacement regime that is

currently the norm. Here I am challenging the designers of

tomorrow's units, not contradicting my position on the need

to keep Koeberg up-dated. In addition, there must be scope

for plant simplification.

Thirdly, we must get our plant licensing act into a confident

proactive mode so that costs can be accurately determined at

the very dawn of the ongoing programme. Series or "convoy"

programmes clearly facilitate this but still require detailed

collaboration between licensing authority and owner from the

very outset if the full benefit is to be enjoyed. The

ongoing, unnecessary revision of standards and requirements

is unacceptable in a competitive marketplace.

If the challenge of cost reduction cannot be met, then

nuclear power stations will remain an expensive novelty for

the foreseeable future in a region blessed with massive

hydroelectric potential, and relatively cheap and hugely

abundant coal reserves.
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The Time:

The commitment to Koeberg in 1976 took us into the waters of

a Rubicon. Not such a Rubicon as that paddled in over the

years by our politicians, but a significant commitment

nonetheless. Eskom now stands on a stepping stone between

then and the far bank which is the beginning of a significant

continuous programme of nuclear power station construction.

Those who have invested heavily in other elements of South

Africa's nuclear infrastructure are calling us across now.

The slowing pace of the demand for electricity whispers

another message. If we move too soon we place a huge

financial burden on our limping economy. If we wait too

long, we place all that has been done to date at risk of

decay.

This bone is being chewed upon with great earnestness by

Eskom's planners, but it is not an issue which is ours alone.

Clearly all parties involved, including central government,

must address it. It is a key decision of major strategic

importance. The timing of further construction is debatable,

the need for a master plan is immediate.

There is a school of thought that believes that only a leap

to the bank of a significant programme would be of value. I

must say that I don't understand that view and that I see

significant value in the compromise of stepping to another

stepping stone of a further unit or units before stepping out

onto the far bank. Progressive steps are preferable to great

leaps when crossing white waters.
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The Executor:

Eskom has maintained and developed a highly competent and

committed operations team at Koeberg. A "second wave of

young technologists has just been trained with OF in France.

There is, however, serious concern about the exodus of

skilled professionals from the industry as a whole.

The greatest obligation that we have is to retain our

technological competence during this period of hesitation.

Joint manpower planning within the total nuclear industry is

required.

Integration of planning would allow for more flexibility with

career broadening through exposure to a wider working

experience, both locally and abroad. Every effort should be

made to have South Africans included in international

activities. There has been much talk of staff interaction

between the AEC and Eskom in the past but results have been

minimal. This must be changed. We must at least maximise

the opportunities that we've got.

The greatest danger that the industry faces is that of having

to rebuild its knowledge and skills base after a decade of

haemorrhage.

Speaking for my Koeberg team I can assure you that there is

quiet confidence in the technology, there is interest in its

challenges and enthusiasm for exploiting its full potential,

all essential ingredients for success. But this can only be

maintained if the individuals see a future for themselves in

the industry. We have to cause that future vision to emerge

from the mists of uncertainty.
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Southern Africa:

I have used "Southern" rather than "South" in the title of

this paper quite deliberately. It is Eskom's vision and

belief that the circumstances and institutions of this sub-

continent are evolving such that the distinction will be

irrelevant in matters concerning the macro-planning of the

electricity industry in the very near future. We know that

in this germinates the seeds of a regional economic

renaissance.

Conclusion:

The mission is clear and essential. The issues to be

addressed have been identified. We must leave here and go

about our business with urgency and with realistic awareness

of the difficulties to be overcome.

As Laurens van der Post observes:

"I think it is right to have a vision of where you want

life to go, but never have any doubt about the real,

hard, slow way by which you must accomplish that

vision."

Eskom made the commitment to the generation of electricity by

nuclear power yesterday. It does so with success today. The

challenge to us all is to bring its potential to full

maturity for the wellbeing of all, tomorrow.
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